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Foreword

The current discussion about enterprise service-oriented architecture
(enterprise SOA) is firmly rooted in the idea of integrating specialist
enterprise services to form flexible and modular solutions. In this
context, integration platforms are used to connect and coordinate
individual services on the technical level. Integration platforms thus
play a central role in the modern enterprise landscape. Analyzing
and learning about these platforms is therefore a key requirement in
the design of modern software architectures.
Integration platforms come in many shapes and sizes, from comprehensive EAI solutions to lighter-weight offerings that currently tend
to be known as enterprise service bus (ESB). The heterogeneity of
these solutions alone prompts us to look at this topic in greater
detail. Also, the sheer quantity of very specific requirements that
arise from integrating processes within and across enterprises creates
a significant barrier to entry that the user must first overcome.
This book is intended as a “leg-up” over this barrier. It is the result of
a process of cross-pollination between theory and practice—theory
in terms of its structured approach and didactic presentation of a
complex topic; and practice in that it analyzes part of a piece of enterprise software that has become indispensable for most enterprises
worldwide. The book invites the reader to explore new concepts by
means of comprehensive examples. The focus is on practical issues in
the areas of application of SAP NetWeaver Exchange Infrastructure
(SAP XI), while the relevant underlying theory is explained to the
degree that is necessary for the reader to understand the exercises.
Our hope is that this book will help many readers to get to grips with
the topic of process and integration design on the basis of the SAP XI.
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Foreword

On that note, we wish you interesting and enlightening reading!
Prof. Dr. Helmut Krcmar

(Chair of Information Management,
Technische Universität München)
Dr. Wolfgang Fassnacht

(Senior Product Manager, SAP NetWeaver
Process Integration and Enterprise Services)
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The exercises in this chapter show how to use SAP NetWeaver
Exchange Infrastructure (XI) components by presenting scenarios that are linked in content but technically independent
to prepare you for the case studies in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Use of the available concepts and adapters of the SAP NetWeaver
Exchange Infrastructure (XI) is the basis for implementing complex
integration scenarios. This chapter shows you how to configure
adapters, create mappings, and monitor the course of scenarios. The
individual exercises build on each other and get more complex so you
gain the knowledge necessary to implement the case studies presented in Chapters 5 and 6. Although the individual exercises depend
on each other, you can use the lists of every exercise to track which
objects are reused so you can start with a more advanced lesson. Predefined objects aren’t used in the exercises, so you can reproduce all
of the steps for completing the integration scenario at any time.
All exercises are designed in such a way that they can be performed
by a group of participants at the same time. Still, some steps can only
be carried out once. For steps that must be performed by the instructor, you will be notified either prior to or during the course.

Appropriate for
several participants

Although the exercises are appropriate for workgroups, you can also
complete them on your own. In this case, perform the steps to be
implemented by the instructor as well. Even if you are going to complete the exercises alone, we recommend you to use a user number as
this simplifies the comparison of your work with the described procedure. In this case, you should use the instructor's number of 00.
Most exercises are completed as a development consultant, and particularly in the beginning of the exercise block, you will assume the
role of the system administrator or the lead developer. In some
places, you will have the opportunity to develop your own small
applications in ABAP or Java. You hardly need any prerequisites
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because the sample listings can be found in the Appendix of this
book as well as in digital form on the web site for this book under
http://www.sap-press.com and http://www.sap-press.de/1383.
Exercises as a
preparation for the
case study

The exercises deal with selected adapters and aspects of the XI environment. Various elements played a role when selecting the integration scenarios. When an adapter can be reused in a later exercise, its
necessary aspects are discussed in that section. In hands-on exercises
that are independent of each other, you will get to know the elements of SAP XI.
Even though the individual exercises do not have to be completed in
the given order, there is a reason why we chose this order. In this
chapter, you will implement integration scenarios that can be
regarded as a preparation for the case study in the next chapter.
Using XI messages, you will create a material in another system and
verify its success. In a final step, the creation of material master data
is reported to the person responsible for all material. A business process ensures that these reports are delivered in bundles per agent.

Procedures of the
exercises

At first, you will use an ABAP program in System A, which records
the data of a material to be created and transfer this data to the XI
system using the RFC adapter (see Section 4.1). There, the material
master record is converted to a file in XI format via the file adapter.
In the next exercise, this file is read via the file adapter and converted
into an IDoc which is transferred to and directly processed on System B (see Section 4.2). In the third example, you will check to
ensure that the material has been created successfully. Based on an
ABAP proxy, you will send a call to the XI system. This request is
converted to a web service call provided by System B. The response
of this control is returned synchronously to the calling System A (see
Section 4.3). The agent uses an ABAP program to report the successful creation of the material master records using a business process
(see Section 4.4).
Even though the contents of the individual exercises are based on
one another, you can start with any of the exercises by using the
appropriate templates.
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4.1

4.1

Exercise 1: RFC-to-File

In the first exercise you will use your own ABAP program to call a
remote-enabled function module that transfers the entered material
master data via the RFC adapter to the XI system. Once there, data is
converted to the XI XML format and stored as a file. To keep things
simple, the file is created directly on the file system of the XI server.
Later, you will see what changes are necessary to store the file per
FTP on another machine.

Course of the first
exercise

Although the file technically remains on the XI system, from a logical
viewpoint you will configure the receiving file adapter for System B.
The communication in this integration scenario is asynchronous
because no business response is returned after sending the material
data. The roles of System A and B, as well as the adapters used in this
exercise, are schematically illustrated in Figure 4.1.
XI System

System A

RFC
Adapter

File
Adapter

System B

Figure 4.1 Scheme of Exercise 1: RFC-to-File

4.1.1

Basic Principles

Because this book does not focus on development of ABAP programs
and remote-enabled function modules, we will only give you a basic
explanation of the used program and the function module. You can
get an appropriate transport with the function module and the program for 20 participants and 1 instructor from the book's web page
and implement it in your System A. For implementing the transport,
consult your landscape administrator, if necessary.

New ABAP components

If you want to create the program and the function module yourself,
you will find the corresponding sample source code in Appendix A
of this book.
First, log on to the client of System A as the user SYS_A-##, where ##
is your participant number. There, you can view the remote-enabled
function module using the Function Builder in Transaction SE37.
Select the function module Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT.
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You will see that from the function module's point of view the
parameters are only imported and no value is returned. This is one of
the two prerequisites for asynchronous communication from a sending RFC adapter.
Except for the interface definition, the function module does not
contain any ABAP code. This means that the function module is used
as a kind of dummy that forwards the transferred data to SAP XI and
serves as the definition of an interface. The information about where
the data transferred to the function module is to be forwarded is contained in the calling program.
Function of the
ABAP program

The program Z_PROG_MATERIALINPUT_##, which you can find
together with the function module in the same transport request and
that you can view in Transaction SE38, has two functions:
왘

First, it accepts the basic material master data that will be used to
create a new material in System B.

왘

Second, it calls the function module (described earlier) with the
parameters listed in Table 4.1.

The calling of these parameters is explained in the second exercise,
in Section 4.2.
Transferred Data

Description

MATNR

Material number

MAKTX

Material description

ERSDA

Creation Date (will be added automatically)

ERNAM

User name of creator (will be added automatically)

MTART

Material type

MBRSH

Industry sector

MATKL

Material group

MEINS

Quantity unit

BRGEW

Gross weight

GEWEI

Weight unit

MTPOS_MARA

General item category group

Table 4.1 Data Transferred to the Function Module Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##
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In this call, two things need to be mentioned, in particular:
왘

The remote-enabled function module is called in a specific destination (i.e., in the system behind this RFC connection). In the case
of the destination SystemA_Sender-##, this is the XI system, so the
values transferred to the function module are forwarded to the XI
system.

왘

The second aspect is the call in the background that causes the
communication to be asynchronous.

4.1.2

Design

At first, you need to create the various data and message types as
well as the message interfaces with the required mappings in the
Integration Repository. In a later phase of the configuration, these
elements will be linked to the connected business systems (System A
and System B).

Creating the
design objects in
the Integration
Repository

First, call Transaction SXMB_IFR from one of the connected systems
or the XI system itself. This opens the menu of the XI tools in your
web browser which will look familiar to you if you already carried
out the preparation of the exercises (see Chapter 3). At the top-left,
select the entry to the Integration Repository.

First steps
in the Integration
Repository

After the Java Web Start application has been updated and you have
logged into the XI system as the appropriate user, the user interface
to the Integration Repository is displayed. Ensure that you do not
logon using the initial password; instead, change it during the logon
to the SAP GUI.
On the left side, you will find the software components that have
already been declared. This also includes the software component SC_
Training_XI_## with the namespace http://www.sap-press.com/xi/
training/##, which is where you will store your elements in the Integration Repository.
If you take a look at the individual categories within the namespace,
you will notice that there are only two data types that have been generated during the namespace creation. For a better overview, restrict
the view to your software component. In the tree structure, click on
your software component, and above the tree select the icon Only
display selected subtree.
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The Integration Repository should then be presented as shown in
Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2 Entry to the Integration Repository

An overview of the elements required for this exercise is given in
Table 4.2. The roles of individual elements and their connections
have already been explained in Chapter 2.
Object Type

Sender Side

Receiver Side

Message interface

Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##

MI_Material_Asnyc_In

Message type

MT_Material

Data type

DT_Material

Interface mapping

IM_Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##_to_MI_Material_
Async_Out

Message mapping

MM_Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##_to_MT_Material

Table 4.2 Elements in the Integration Repository for the First Exercise
Solutions to interrupted connections

Note

If the connection to the Integration Repository is interrupted while an
object is being edited, you can click on the Administration option in the
XI tools on the right side and release the locked object for editing in the
Lock Overview area.
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Creating Elements for the Sending System
Due to the use of an RFC adapter, this scenario has a particular
aspect: all elements on the sender side are replaced with the interface
definition of the RFC module. Instead, the interface is imported from
System A (and not created in the Integration Repository) to accelerate work and reduce the error rate.

Design objects on
the sender side

To import the RFC interface, expand the bottom directory Imported
Objects and right-click to open the context menu to find the Import
of SAP Objects function. In the following window, select the option
According to Software Component Version in the Connection Data
area because the system data has already been stored (see Figure
4.3). If this option is not available, enter the host name and the system number of System A. Next, enter your user SYS_A-## and the
appropriate password before continuing.

Figure 4.3 Import of RFC Interfaces—Login

The next step lets you choose between RFC and IDoc interfaces.
Expand the RFC option. All remote-enabled function modules in System A are determined and displayed. Because this data collection can
take a while, it is possible to import all interfaces before starting the
exercise when you perform these steps in a group. From the list,
select your function module Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_## (see Figure 4.4) and continue with the import.
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Figure 4.4 Import of RFC Interfaces—Selection

In the final step of the import process, check your selection and finish the import. After the import has completed, you can see your
newly imported interface for your software component version in
the directory Imported Objects • RFC. It is marked with a separate
icon that indicates that this element has not yet been activated.

Creating Elements for the Receiving System
Design objects on
the receiver side

While all elements are created on the side of the sending system by
importing the RFC interface, you will create a data type, a message
type, and a message interface for the receiving system. It is recommended to begin with the individual elements (i.e., with those on
the lowest hierarchy level), which in this case is the data type.

Creating a
data type

Within your namespace, expand the Data Types directory and open
the creation dialog via the New entry of the context menu. In this
window, you have the option to enter the name of the new object
along with a description (see Figure 4.5).
The namespace and the software component version are automatically completed because you called the dialog in the appropriate context. Also, it is important to note the left area of this screen, which
lists the elements that can be created within the Integration Repository. You can change the kind of element you want to create at any
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time. You will see a similar structure later when working in the Integration Directory.

Figure 4.5 Dialog for Creating an Object in the Integration Repository

Name the new data type DT_Material and click on Create. The details
window of a new data type is displayed on the right side. Because the
structure of this window is typical of all detail views in the Integration Builder, it is used to explain some functions.
Next to the menu line of the Integration Repository is a separate
details menu, the most important functions of which are also displayed as icons to its right. In addition to the icons for switching
between the display and changing mode, and for creating a copy,
you will also find an icon for the where-used list of this element, for
example. The icon group to the right allows you to control the view.
For example, you can hide header data or detach the details window
as an independent element.
In the case of your data type, the lower area of the details window
contains a list of all data type elements. Using the relevant icons you
can add new rows to the top of the table and enter the elements from
Table 4.1. Please note that this is the type xsd:string. Only the
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BRGEW element has the type xsd:decimal; you will later perform a
calculation using this value (see Figure 4.6). Additionally, add the
missing element NTGEW of the type xsd:decimal. You will use this
element to calculate the net weight of the material (based on the
gross weight) in the message mapping. Save the data type after all of
the elements have been inserted.
Creating a
message type

Since data types in the XI environment are exclusively used for the
modularization of data formats, and cannot appear in a mapping or
interface themselves, they are embedded in message types. While
data types can only be assigned to message types in a 1:1 ratio, data
types can be combined in any ratio.

Figure 4.6 Editing a Data Type

To create a message type, open the appropriate context menu by
right-clicking on the directory Message Types. Select the New option.
The familiar creation dialog box is displayed, this time for a message
type. Name the new object MT_Material and enter a description.
Continue with the detail view by clicking Create. Pay attention to the
Data Type Used area in the middle; this is where you should insert
the data type you just created. You have three different possibilities
of doing so:
Methods for
selecting the
data type

왘

The most obvious method is typing the name and the namespace,
which, however, involves the risk of mistyping.

왘

The second option is to select the object in an ABAP-based SAP
system, such as in the input help. For this, click on the hand and
question mark icon to the right of the namespace field. A window
opens, containing all of the data types created in your software
component version for selection. The two fields Name and
Namespace are then populated.
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왘

The third option is to Drag and Drop the selection. This is particularly suitable if your software component version contains a lot of
data types, but there are only few in your namespace. You can also
pick the data type from the directory structure to the left and drop
it on the hand next to the namespace field. Only by dropping it
over the hand you can ensure a correct data transfer.

As you can see, all three possibilities work, even without activating
the data type.
After selecting the appropriate data type, the lower area of the details
window shows the structure of the used data type (see Figure 4.7).
Check the structure and save the message type.

Figure 4.7 Editing a Message Type

The last object on the receiver side is the message interface, which
determines if a message can be received or sent and whether the
message is sent synchronously or asynchronously.
To create this message interface, open the context menu of the corresponding directory. Enter the name MI_Material_Async_In and an
appropriate description, and then click Create to get to the details
window. You can choose between the options Inbound, Outbound,
and Abstract for the interface category; the individual categories
have been discussed in Chapter 2. Because we are dealing with the
interface on the receiver side, select Inbound. The communication
mode determines whether a response regarding the contents is
expected or not. Because this is a one-way scenario, select the Asynchronous mode.
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You have probably noticed that the input options for message types
change with every time the attributes are modified. You should now
see the fields for the Input Message and the Fault Message Type. You
will, however, only use the former (see Figure 4.8). Using one of the
three methods discussed earlier, select the message type MT_Material as the input message, and then save your message interface.

Figure 4.8 Editing a Message Interface

Creating the Mapping Objects
The connection between the elements of the sending and the receiving side is established via mapping. The contents conversion of the
data formats in the form of message mapping is embedded in the
interface mapping which connects a pair of inbound and outbound
interfaces.
Creating the
message mapping

At first, the independent message mapping should be created. In
your namespace, open the context menu of the directory MappingObjects 폷 Message-Mappings. In the creation dialog, enter the name
MM_Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##_to_MT_Material, where ## represents your participant number. Choose a description and create the
object.

Selecting the outbound and the
target message

The center area of the details window is divided into two parts,
allowing you to select the sending message type on the left side and
the receiving message type on the right side. First, start with the
message type on the sending side: You have the option to either use
the input help or to drag the appropriate message type to the label,
Enter a source message. In this exercise, there is no explicit message
type on the sender side, so use the RFC interface.
Regardless of the used selection method, you must choose which
RFC message of the interface you would like to use. This is because a
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synchronous communication is expected for an RFC interface.
Therefore, you can choose between the two messages Z_RFM_
MATERIALINPUT_## and Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##.Response.
Select the former because no response is expected.
The left part of the center area now lists the elements of the RFC
interface. For the receiving part, select your MT_Material message
type.
If you look at the elements on the right side, you’ll find a red mark
next to every entry. This indicates an incomplete mapping for the
respective target element. Since we didn’t change anything in the
Occurrences column when creating a data type, the default value of
1..1 is applied. This means that this element is mandatory. If one of
the target fields does not receive a value from the mapping, an error
occurs. The connection between the elements of the two message
types can again be established via three different methods:
왘

The most obvious possibility is the connection via drag and drop,
where it isn’t important which side is dragged to the other. The
two elements are displayed in the lower screen area and connected automatically.

왘

The second option is to double-click on the source and on the target element to move them to the lower screen area where they are
displayed as rectangles. There you can connect the two rectangles
by dragging the white area of the sending element to the corresponding area of the receiving element. In particular, this method
should be used if the mapping is to be extended by predefined
functions.

왘

The third method is suitable for connecting a large number of elements of the same name. For this, parent elements must be
selected on both sides. In this mapping, these are Z_RFM_
MATERIALINPUT_## on the sender side, and MT_Material on the
receiver side. Then, above the sending message type, select the
icon Map selected Fields and Substructures if Names are Identical. An alert dialog box appears, asking you to confirm the action.
After dismissing the dialog, all of the elements on the sender side
are connected to those on the receiver side. It's important to note
that mapping of element names is case-sensitive.
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Graphical function
for calculating the
net weight

Perform a mapping using the third method and have the result displayed in the overview by clicking on the Dependencies icon. The
two message types then move apart and give way to the display of
connection lines. You will also notice that the marks next to the
receiver elements have now turned green. Only the NTGEW element
is still red because it was not automatically provided with a value.
For demonstrating the integrated mapping functions, we assume
that the net weight of the material is 90 percent of the gross weight.
To map this, first select the NTGEW element on the receiver side and
then the BRGEW element on the sender side by double-clicking on
these items so both are displayed in the bottom area. To make this
calculation, you first need a multiplication function that calculates
the net weight from the gross weight with a constant of 0.9.
In the toolbar at the bottom of the screen, select the functions for
Constants and click on the Constant function to the right, which is
then displayed as a rectangle in the work area of the mapping. The
cog wheel means that you can maintain parameters within this function. Double-click on the constant rectangle and change its value to
0.9 for the 90 percent of the net weight.
Now change to the Arithmetic area in the toolbar to insert the mul
(short for multiply) function in the work area. Connect the BRGEW
and Constant 0.9 elements to the mul function by dragging the white
subareas. In fact, these functions would be sufficient for calculating
the correct net weight. However, the three decimal places permitted
for the xsd:decimal type might be exceeded. If this message mapping
were tested, it would result in an error.
Before the result of the calculation can be mapped to the NTGEW element, it must be formatted using the FormatNum function from the
Arithmetic functional area. Configure the internal parameter Number Format of the function so the result matches the scheme 000.000.
Insert the FormatNum function between the mul function and the
target element NTGEW (see Figure 4.9). All rectangles and the mark
next to the NTGEW target element should now be displayed green.
Save the message mapping.
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Figure 4.9 Message Mapping of the RFC-to-File Exercise

To ensure that the new mapping works, a test function is added to
the Integration Repository, which you can select via the Test tab in
the top area of the details window. On the left side of the test area,
there is the structure of the sending message type whose elements
are populated with test values. Be sure to use a decimal point as the
decimal character for the BRGEW element.

Testing the
mapping

The test itself is started with the Start Transformation icon (indicated by a vise) at the bottom-left of the test area. If the test program
does not find any errors, the structure of the receiving message type
with its respective values is displayed on the right. In particular, you
should verify whether the NTGEW element has been populated correctly.
The last object of the integration scenario you are creating in the
Integration Repository is the interface mapping. Start the creation
dialog by opening the context menu of the directory MappingObjects 폷 Interface Mappings in your namespace. Name the interface
mapping IM_Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##_to_MI_Material_Async_
In, and then enter a description for the object and create it by clicking the Create button.
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This object’s detailed view is divided into the upper interface area
and the lower mapping area. In the interface area, first select the
sender interface; that is the RFC interface Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_
##. Note that the RFC interface is not stored in your namespace;
instead, you will find it in the directory Imported Objects 폷 RFC. Perform the same steps for the target interface, MI_Material_Async_In.
By selecting the two interfaces, you have now specified which interfaces will communicate with each other as well as which message
types are used. However, you still need to determine how the two
data formats are converted to each other, since there might be different message mappings for the same message pair.
In the lower mapping area, click the Read Interfaces button to display the message types of the used interfaces (see Figure 4.10). After
the Source and Target Message fields have been filled, click in the
Name field located in the Mapping Program section area (located
between the the source and target message fields) and select the
input help that appears. A list is displayed, which contains all message mappings existing between the interfaces in this scenario of
sender and receiver; you should only see mappings of the scheme
MM_Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##_to_MT_Material. Select the mapping with your participant number.

Abbildung 4.10 Interface Mapping of the RFC-to-File Exercise

If you have a closer look at the Mapping Program area (see Figure
4.10), you will notice that the tabular structure allows you to select
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several mappings. All selected message mappings are processed
sequentially according to their order in the table. When creating the
message mapping, for example, you can use the Test tab to perform
a test which, in addition to the message mapping, also checks interface compatibility. Save your interface mapping after it has been successfully tested.
As you can see, all newly created objects were usable throughout the
entire Integration Repository although they were not activated. However, you will not be able to access all of these objects in the Integration Directory in this state, so the next step is to activate your change.

Activating the new
design objects

For this, go to the directory structure on the left and select the
Change Lists tab. The tree structure is hidden and your software
component version is displayed, which you should fully expand.
Beneath that list, you will find a Standard Change List containing all
newly created objects. Verify that all elements presented in Table 4.2
are included in the change list, and then select the Activate option
from the change list’s context menu. A window containing all objects
of the list is displayed. You have the option to exclude specific
objects from the activation. Activate the entire list and return to the
Objects tab. Notice that the icons indicating that the new objects are
not yet activated have disappeared.

4.1.3

Configuration

Based on the objects created in the Integration Repository, you can
now set up the communication between systems A and B in the Integration Directory. The Integration Directory can be called either via
Transaction SXMB_IFR (via the direct link in the web browser), or by
selecting Environment 폷 Integration Builder (Configuration) in the
Integration Repository menu.
As with the Integration Repository, the interface is divided into two
parts; however, the objects are no longer arranged according to software component versions. Instead, they are arranged according to
scenarios and object types. Above the directory structure you’ll see
three tabs: Change Lists, Objects, and Scenarios. The Change Lists tab
serves the same function as in the Repository. The Objects tab lists all
objects of the Directory by their type. Because the number of these
objects will significantly increase over time you have the option to
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arrange them in configuration scenarios on the Scenarios tab. Except
for the scenario, you will create for all of your objects in the Integration Directory; this exercise uses all elements listed in Table 4.3.
Object Type

Sender Side: System A

Receiver Side: System B

Communication
channel 1

RFC_SenderChannel_##

File_ReceiverChannel_##

Sender
agreement

| SystemA | Z_RFM_
MATERIALINPUT_## | |
| SystemA | | SystemB | MI_
Material_Async_In

Receiver
agreement
Receiver
determination

| SystemA | Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##

Interface
determination

| SystemA | Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_## | | SystemB

Table 4.3 Elements in the Integration Directory for the RFC-to-File Exercise

Setting Up the Business Systems and Their Communication
Channels
Creating a Configuration Scenario

To create the XI_Training_## scenario, use the context menu of an
existing scenario or click the Create Object icon to the bottom left of
the menu bar. Save the object so the scenario is displayed in the listing
on the left side, select the new scenario, and then restrict the view by
clicking on the icon Only Display Selected Subtree above the list.
Change to the Objects tab and open the directory Service Without
Party 폷 Business System. Below the branch you will see at least the

two business systems SystemA and SystemB which were declared in
the System Landscape Directory when you prepared in Chapter 3 for
the exercises. Click the Add to Scenario… option in the context
menu of SystemA and select the scenario you just created.
Due to this mapping, this business system and its communication
channels are displayed in your scenario as well. Repeat this step for
the business system SystemB and return to the Scenarios tab.
The adapters available for the appropriate business systems are
mapped in the Repository as communication channels (see Figure
4.11). Therefore, you need to configure a sending RFC adapter for
System A and a receiving file adapter for System B.
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Using the context menu from the path Service Without Party 폷 Business System 폷 SystemA 폷 Communication Channel, open the creation

4.1

Creating an RFC
sender channel

dialog and enter the name RFC_SenderChannel_## along with an
appropriate description. In the details window, use the input help to
set the adapter type to RFC. Select the direction Sender for this
adapter. For the fields Transport Protocol, Message Protocol, and
Adapter Engine in the upper area, just use the default values.

Figure 4.11 Integration Directory

The RFC Server Parameter area establishes a TCP/IP connection to the
RFC destination on the side of System A. During the preparation of the
exercises (in Section 3.5.2), you created an RFC connection named
SystemA_Sender-##. This RFC connection is registered on the gateway
server of the XI system and waits for a corresponding counterpart.
In the Application Server field, enter the host name of the XI system,
and in the Application Server Service field, enter the gateway service
of the XI system according to the scheme sapgwXX, where XX represents the instance number. The Program ID follows the scheme
SystemA_Sender-## and, like the two values mentioned earlier,
exactly matches with the values entered in the corresponding RFC
connection in System A. The SNC option specifies whether communication over RFC connection takes place via Secure Network Connection. The Unicode checkbox must be enabled if System A is a Unicode system.
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Access to RFC
metadata

The RFC Metadata Repository Parameter section is used to identify
and log onto the system, and provides metadata about the used RFC
interfaces. This integration is required because the metadata are
checked by the XI system when calling the sending RFC adapter. In
this example, the RFC interface is imported from System A during
the design phase. Enter the host name and the instance number of
System A, as well as your user SYS_A-##, your password, and the corresponding client, before saving the communication channel. If you
enabled the communication channel at a later stage, the connection
test for the destination SystemA_Sender-## is carried out successfully
from System A.
Figure 4.12 provides an overview of all the settings of this communication channel.

Figure 4.12 Setting up the RFC Sender Channel for System A
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The receiving communication channel for System B is created with
the context menu from the path Service Without Party 폷 Business
System 폷 SystemB 폷 Communication Channel. The name of the new
channel should be File_ReceiverChannel_##. In the details window,
select the File adapter type using the input help and specify the direction Receiver. Set the parameter Transport Protocol to File System
(NFS), which means that the XI system can use its own local file system to access the directory in which the file is to be created.

Creating a file
receiver channel

An alternative to the Network File System (NFS) is the File Transfer
Protocol (FTP), which allows access to file systems of remote computers. If you select FTP, you can specify the server and user data to log
on to a remote FTP server. The Message Protocol field should be set
to the File value which causes the written file to be stored in the XI
format. The File Content Conversion characteristic, however, allows
you to write the file as a list containing several entries.
The File Access Parameters determine the directory to which the file
is written, and the scheme according to which its name is structured.
After consulting your landscape administrator, it is recommended to
use /tmp for Unix installations or C:\temp for Windows.
The File Name Scheme can be freely chosen. However, you should
select the name xi_output_##.dat for this exercise, where ## represents your participant number. During the course of this scenario,
we will refer to this file so you need to take this into account in Section 4.1.4 if you select a different name.
The Processing Parameters specify how to create the file, that is if
the name scheme specified earlier is used as-is or if, for example, a
time stamp, a counter value, or the message ID is to be included in
the file name. Select the Add Time Stamp option as well as the write
mode Directly and the file type Binary (see Figure 4.13).
The write mode, Directly, causes data to be written out when no
temporary file is used. The selected file type, Binary, makes it so not
only text can be output.
In addition to the basic settings, you also have the option of specifying the path of the file storage dynamically using variable replacement or to trigger an operating system command before or after the
message processing. Save the receiver channel.
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Figure 4.13 Setting up the File Receiver Channel for System B

Creating the Connection Elements
Connection
elements between
the sender and
the receiver side

Based on the basics we just created, and the objects in the Integration
Repository, the integration scenario can be completed using some
connection elements. The first two missing elements you need to
create are the sender and the receiver agreement. This determines
how a message is converted from or to the interface of a specific
business system so the XI system or the receiving system can further
process the message. In the case of the incoming RFC communication channel, for example, the message must be converted from the
RFC adapter format to the XI XML format.

Creating a sender
agreement

Let’s start with the sender agreement, which you can create using the
context menu of the Sender Agreement directory: In the creation
dialog, select business system A as a service. The sending interface is
the RFC interface Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##, which you imported
to the Integration Repository. In the details window of the new
object, you can specify the communication channel of the sender by
opening the input help and selecting the sender channel RFC_
SenderChannel_##. Save the sender agreement.

Creating a receiver
agreement

As you did for the sender agreement, create a receiver agreement for
business system B and the receiving interface MI_Material_Async_
In. Note that you also need to specify the sending business system A.
In the details window, select the channel File_ReceiverChannel_## as
the communication channel of the receiver and save the agreement.
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For logically routing, messages in the XI system first need a receiver
determination, which specifies available receiver services for a pair
of business system and interface. Create a new receiver determination with the corresponding context menu for the sending business
system A and the interface Z_RFM_MATERIALINPUT_##.

4.1

Creating a receiver
determination

In the details window, the Configured Receivers area allows you to
specify various possible receivers. If the review result of the relevant
condition is true, the message is delivered to this system. This means
that the message is delivered to several systems. For example, the
condition can check elements of a message for a specific content.
If none of the configured systems is specified as the receiver, you can
specify a default receiver below the receiver table. In the Service column of the existing row, select business system B as a potential
receiver. Since the message in this exercise should be delivered to
this receiver, you don’t have to set a condition.
Save the receiver determination and then look at the lower area Configuration Overview for Receiver Determination, which now
includes the SystemB entry. Expand the entry: As you can see in the
entries, no matching interface determination and no appropriate
interface mapping could be determined. Above this listing, click on
the New icon to create a new interface determination.
By calling the creation dialog from this context, all mandatory fields
can be populated so you only need to enter a description. In the
details window of the Configured Inbound Interfaces area, use the
input help to select your message interface MI_Material_Async_In
from the namespace. To the right of it, specify the only interface
mapping available for the combination of the sending and receiving
interfaces (see Figure 4.14). Save and close the interface determination and return to the receiver determination.

Figure 4.14 Editing the Interface Determination for the RFC-to-File Exercise
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Activating the new
configuration
objects

In the lower area, click the Refresh icon so the receiver agreement
for the receiving System B is also displayed with the target interface
and the matching interface mapping (see Figure 4.15).

Figure 4.15 Editing the Receiver Determination for the RFC-to-File Exercise

Save the receiver determination and activate all newly created objects
using the Standard Change List in the Change Lists tab. You have now
created and activated all objects for this integration scenario.

4.1.4

Process and Monitoring

Now that you have created all design and configuration objects,
you’ve completed the task of preparing the integration scenario for
the course. Next, you will monitor the process and examine any possible errors.

Course of the Scenario
Calling the ABAP
program in
System A

The configured integration scenario is started by calling the program
Z_PROG_MATERIALINPUT_##. Log in to the client of System A using
your user SYS_A-## and call Transaction SA38; type the name of the
program and execute it.
An input mask for basic material master data is displayed. You now
want to enter the data for creating this XI developer manual as a
material master record in System B. This is just a test; you won’t use
it any further to create a production or sales order, for example.
The used data correspond to the mandatory fields of the two views
Basic Data 1 and 2 from the materials management in SAP R/3 or SAP
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ECC, respectively. Because this data is used in the second exercise to
actually create a material using an IDoc, we recommend you use the
data from Table 4.4.
Field

Recommended Value

Material

XI_BOOK-##

Material description

arbitrary (for example, SAP XI developer book ##)

Material type

FERT (Finished product)

Industry sector

1 (Retail)

Material group

030 (Documentation)

Quantity unit

ST (Piece)

Gross weight

arbitrary (for example, 1.2)

Weight unit

KGM (kilogram)

General item category group NORM (Normal item)
Table 4.4 Recommended Values for Creating a Test Material

This data works in an IDES R/3 or ECC system without further adaptation. For the second exercise (see Section 4.2), you can later use the
appropriate template files.
Enter the data in the individual fields and note that the input help
displayed for some fields only returns values of the sending system
that might not exist in the receiving system (see Figure 4.16).

Figure 4.16 Calling the Program Z_PROG_MATERIALINPUT_##
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After you have clicked on the menu option Program 폷 Execute or the
corresponding Execute icon you will receive a success message. This
message only notifies you that the function module belonging to the
program has been called successfully. However, it does not confirm
that the message has been successfully delivered.
Monitoring
the process

Correct delivery and processing of the message can be verified in the XI
system, for example. Log on to the appropriate client and call Transaction SXMB_MONI. Double-click on the path entry Integration Engine 폷
Monitoring 폷 Monitor for Processed XML Messages. This opens a selection mask that allows you to select all processed messages.
If the XI system is used only for training or testing purposes a restriction is hardly necessary. Otherwise, you could restrict the selection
to messages with the sending server SystemA, for example.
Execute the message query via the Program 폷 Execute menu option or
the corresponding Execute icon. If your message has been successfully delivered and processed you should see an entry showing a
black-and-white checkered flag in the status column (see Figure 4.17).

Figure 4.17 Display of the First Message in Transaction SXMB_MONI

A green flag means that the message is currently being processed.
Most other icons represent an error in our case. You can display the
legend of all possible icons via the menu option Goto 폷 Legend or the
corresponding Legend icon.
Viewing the
created file

To get an ultimate proof that the message was successfully processed,
look at the created file. For example, this is possible by using Transaction AL11 in the XI system, by clicking on the row of the directory
alias DIR_TEMP. In the file list, search for a file matching the scheme
xi_output_##.dat; it should include the time stamp of your message.
Double-click on the file to open it. Since the display is limited to a
specific width and the lines are not wrapped automatically, we recommend you use the file tools to import the transport request from
the web page of this book to locally view the file.
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Troubleshooting in Monitoring
To find the cause of an error in the message display of Transaction
SXMB_MONI, double-click in any field of the corresponding row.
This brings you to the Display XML Message Versions view. In the
case of an asynchronous message, you will see the different statuses of
the message on its way through the central integration engine. In the
directory structure to the left, navigate to the place that has an error
icon. In the windows on the right side, look for an error message indicating the cause. In most cases, the error was caused by a mapping or
an object that was inadvertently selected from the input help.

Process analysis

In some cases, however, the error was caused by incorrectly configured communication channels or adapters. To check this, start Transaction SXMB_IFR which is used for calling the XI tools. On the bottom
right, select the Runtime Workbench and logon using your user XI-##.

Checking the
adapters

Figure 4.18 Entry Point to Component Monitoring of the Runtime Workbench

You will see the options for the Runtime Workbench, most of which
you will become familiar with while working on the following exercises and the case study. Even though you already know a different
way to display a message overview using Transaction SXMB_MONI,
you can use the Message Monitoring menu option to view the mes-
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sage status in the XI system. First select Component Monitoring, and
display the components with every possible status. In the directory
structure of the components, select the path domain.XX.<XIhostname> 폷 Integration Server 폷 Adapter Engine. A status view opens
beneath the directory structure providing you with information
about the general status of the adapter engine. On the top-right, click
the Adapter-Monitoring button (see Figure 4.18).
Selecting the
adapter type

After expanding the namespace http://sap.com/xi/XI/System, a
new browser window opens and displays the selection of all available adapters. A gray diamond next to an adapter type indicates that
a communication channel for this type hasn’t been created. A green
square indicates that all communication channels of this type have
been correctly configured and that no error has occurred during processing. A red circle, however, indicates that at least one communication channel of this type is faulty.
You’ll need to see if an error occurred for the adapter types RFC or
File. For a closer analysis, you can click on the relevant type to list all
communication channels. If the communication channel displays an
error, you are presented with a detailed error description to the right
which you can use to correct the error.

4.2
Course of the
second exercise

Exercise 2: File-to-IDoc

The file containing the material master data that you created in the
first exercise now needs to be integrated in the business system B to
become a material. Although the file has already been transferred to
System B from a logical point of view, it technically still resides on
the file system of the XI system, in the /tmp or C:\temp directory,
respectively. This allows us to keep the arrangement that System A is
the sender and System B the receiver because System A can also
access the file system of the XI system to read the file. System A reads
the file using the file adapter and transfers it to the XI system from
where the record will be sent as an IDoc to System B.
A diagram of the used adapters and their use are shown in Figure
4.19.
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